SUMMARY OF ARTICLES
A Linguistic and Lexical Examination of Three Major Laws Ratified by Iran's
First Majlis
¤ ab¦ âb¦ â
H
¤ ـ. H
The success of Iran's Constitutional Movement in 1906 resulted in nation-wide
parliamentary elections and the creation of the country's first ever legislative
¦ r al-s§ owra
¦ -ye melli¦ (the National
chamber, which was originally called maj§ les-e da
Consultative Assembly). Among the six laws ratified by this Majlis some 95 years
ago, three have been singled out by the author for a close examination. These
are: a) the law for the formation of provincial and city councils, b) the law for the
creation of municipalities, and c) the law for the division of the country into
provinces and townships and directives for local governors. The author is
interested in tracing the evolution of administrative and judicial terminology in
Iran, and it is the administrative terms embedded in these bills that especially
¦ ri¦ =
catch his attention, and he lists them, from baladi¦ yye (now § sahrda
¦ ni¦ = the police). The
municipality) to naz¤ mi¦ yye (subsequently replaced by § sahrba
author also examines these texts for their stylistic characteristics, and finds the
language considerably more precise than the fuzzy language used by government
scribes in the decades preceding the Constitutional Movement. The author also
finds some foreign loan-words in these texts, which he thinks indicate those early
legislators may well have had an eye on European models.

¦ and Some Other Matters
A Few Unpublished Distiches by Manuc
§ ehrâ
A.A. ¤S¦ adeq¦ â
The modern editions of the divan of the famous fifth/eleventh-century poet
Manu¦ § cehrâ¦ of Da¦ mg
¦ ¦ a n have all been edited by Dr. Moh
¤ ammad Dabâ¦ r-Sâ¦ ya
¦ qâ¦ , a
well-known scholar of the ``old school '' . The first printing of the divan was
undertaken way back in 1326/1947 by Zavva¦ r Publishers of Tehran, and after
three reprints, a second edition was brought out by the same editor and
publisher in 1370/1991. The author starts his paper by citing a dozen or so
unpublished distiches by the poet that he has found in anthologies and other
sources that he says are not included in the published edition of the divan, but
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the bulk of his paper is devoted to his critical observations of Dr. Dabâ¦ r-Sâ¦ ya
¦ qâ¦ 's
working methods as a text editor. The author particularly objects to the editor's
inclusion in the text Alla¦ me Dehk
£ oda¦ 's marginal notes on an MS of Manu¦ § cehrâ¦
that was in his possession and the observations of the editor's mentor, the late
professor Foru¦ za
¦ nfar, after the latter's perusal of the page-proofs of the first
edition. The author believes that such scholarly conjectures should have been
printed at best as marginal notes, as they are only conjectures and not based on
textual evidence.
Reciprocal Relations between Old/Middle Iranian and Old/Middle Indian
Languages
¦ ¦ gb¦ âd¦ â
H
¤ ـ. Rez¤ ¦ aـ ¦'ـâ Ba
The subject of this paper is the linguistic relations between Old/Middle Iranian
and Old/Middle Indian languages, especially those which resulted in borrowings.
The languages under discussion include: Sanskrit, Pali, Gandhari (of the Indian
family), Old Persian, Avestan, So
¦ gdian, Bactrian, Choresmian, Middle Persian
and Parthian (of the Iranian family).

Titles of Aristocratic Ladies
¦ s
Z. Zars§ ena
In original Sog
¦ dian texts, and in texts which were translated into Sog
dian
from
¢
Buddhist, Manichaean or Christian sources, one comes across a wide range of
titles and honorifics that were used to indicate the place of the person in
question in the social hierarchy. And in this group of titles, there is a whole
category of honorifics for aristocratic ladies. The author sets out to explore this
particular category, which she says is an indication of the high status that ladies
of rank enjoyed in Sog
¦ dian society.
Negative Prefixes in the Persian Language

¦ q¦ â
V. §Saqa
(Allameh Tabataba'i University)
This paper deals with six negative prefixes that are found in contemporary
Persian. Ranked according to their frequency of usage as determined by the
author in her perusal of modern Persian sources, these are:
¦ eyr/ (= non-, un-). It is a prefix of Arabic origin which is used almost
1)  غيرـ/g
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synonymously with the negative prefix  ـناـ, but  ناـis considered the stronger of
the two, for instance  غيرممکنand ( ناممکنboth = impossible). In current Persian
usage,  غيرـis used where ``non- '' is used in English, e.g. =( غيرايرانيان
¦ bel/ to create the compound
non-Iranians).  غيرـalso combines with  قابل/qa
negative prefix - =( غيرقابلun---able), such as  =( غيرقابلاستفادهunusable).
2)  بيـ/bâ¦/ (= without, -less). It combines with nouns to create adjectives or
adverbs, such as  =( بيشعورstupid) and  =( بيدرنگimmediately).
− ed(d)/ (= anti-, counter-). It was originally an adjective of Arabic
3)  ضدـ/z
origin with the meaning of ``working against '' or ``hostile to '' . As a prefix, it
combines with nouns to create adjectives, such as  =( ضدّ آبwaterproof) or
 =( ضدّ افسردگيantidepressant).
4)  ناـand  نهـ/na¦ -, na-/ (= un-, in-, im-, il-, ir-).  ناـand  نهـare the most versatile
and potent negative prefixes used in the language today. They combine with
adjectives to create adjectives of opposite meaning, e.g. =( ناراحت
uncomfortable) or  =( حقناشناسungrateful). It is interesting to note that in such
cases  ناـis placed on the second element of the compound adjective.
¦ -/ (= -less, un-). This negative prefix of Arabic origin is not used
5)  الـ/la
much these days to create new words, but it is found in a number of common
words such as  =( العالجincurable).
6)  پادـ/pa¦ d/ (= anti-). It is found only in a few old words and in some new
coinages. It is combined with nouns to create a word of opposite meaning, e.g.
 پادتن/pa¦ dtan/ (= antibody).

Some Innovations of Obeydollah Obeydi in Persian Grammar
¦ dfar
A. Ra
(Humanities Research Institute, Tehran)
Maula¦ na¦ Obeydolla¦ h Abâ¦ dâ¦ was a poet and scholar of Iranian descent (d.
1306 A.H./1888 C.E.) who lived in Bengal during the British Raj, and had
acquired a good working knowledge of several languages, including Persian,
Urdu, Hindi, Bengali, Arabic and English. He is the author of many works, some
in prose and some in verse, most of which remain unpublished. These include his
divan, an autobiography and several volumes of textbooks for teaching Persian
to students. Abâ¦ dâ¦ is also the author of a five-volume set of Persian grammar
entitled dastu
¦ r-e pa
¦ rsi¦ -'a¦ mu¦ z (the Grammar-Book for Teaching Persian). Three
volumes of this set were printed and published in India towards the end of the
nineteenth century. In this paper, the author who has examined the second
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volume of the series reports on it. Abâ¦ dâ¦ may be considered a pioneer
grammarian, and so most of his terminology is of his own coinage. The seven
parts of speech that Abâ¦ dâ¦ enumerates are 1) esm (noun), 2) na
¦ yeb-e esm
(pronoun), 3) fe'l (verb), 4) vas¤ f-ol-fe'l (modifying adverb) 5) ra
¦ bet¤ -e kala¦ mi¦
(preposition), 6) ra
¦ bet¤ -e § jomal ¦ i (conjunction) and 7) as¤ va
¦ t (interjections).

Šams-al-Ma`ali of Neyriz and His Works

M.J§ . §Sams
Researcher, Encyclopaedia of the Subcontinent
The paper highlights the life and works of a versatile man of letters of the Qajar
period, called Mirza¦ Es.ha¦ q §Sams-ol-Ma`a¦ lâ¦, originally of Neyrâ¦ z, in Fa¦ rs
province, who was an excellent calligrapher, a bilingual poet (Persian and
Arabic), a master of mathematics and astronomy and an expert in Islamic lore,
and yet he remains relatively unknown, most of his writings unpublished. He was
born in the town of Neyrâ¦ z early in the 13th century A.H./late in the 18th century,
in a family of celebrated calligraphers, He spent his childhood in his native town
and then moved to Shiraz to continue his education. As he began to compose
§ ams-ol-Ma`a¦ lâ¦'' as his nom de plume, and even though he
poetry, he chose ``S
used a different pen-name, ``anj§ oman '' , later in life, his original pen-name stayed
with him and became his title.
§Sams left Shiraz in mid 13th century for a pilgrimage to the shrine of Imam
Rez− ¦ a in Mashad. He had a long stopover in Isfahan, where he was introduced to
the Governor, Manuc§ ehr Khan Gorj§ ¦ â, Mo`tamed-od-Dowleh, and where he met
some other literary figures. After his return from Mashad he stayed in Tehran for
a while, where he was likewise introduced to the court of Moh
¤ ammad Shah.
Later he returned to Shiraz and for several years was a companion of Prince
T
¤ ahma¦ sb Mirza, Mo'ayyed-od-Dowleh, while he was the Governor of Fa¦ rs
province. Some of §Sams's best poems have been written, in Persian and Arabic,
in praise of this prince.
Towards the end of his life, §Sams fell into bad times, and we find him
complaining of his destitution in a letter that he has written to a would-be
benefactor. He died possibly in §Sus§ tar, sometime after 1280/1863 according to
one account, and possibly in Tehran around the same date, according to another.
His surviving works, all of them in manuscript form, are preserved in the
Central Library of Tehran University; these include his poetry, mostly
panegyrics, a treatise on astronomy, his literary writings and letters, a work
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entitled §S¦ ira
¦ zi¦ yyeh in three books, which is a collection Koranic quotations
interspersed with his own poetry.
Loan-Words: a Socio-Linguistic Study of Three Cities in Khuzestan
S. ¢Zolfaqa¦ r¦ â
¦ ba¦ da¦ n, Ahwa¦ z and
The study in question was conducted in the three cities of A
Masj§ ed-e Soleyma¦ n in 1994. All three localities have long been associated with
Iran's oil industry, and the purpose of the study was to find out what foreign
words have found their way into the speech of the common people as a result of
this century-long association. The country's oil resources were first tapped by a
British company (AIOC which has evolved into BP now), and as a result most of
these loan-words are of English origin.
The author, who conducted this study herself, gives a preliminary report of
her findings in this article. The main feature is a list of some 180 words, arranged
¦ f/ (= off-duty) to  هيتر/hâ¦ ter/ (= heater). A dozen or so
alphabetically from  آف/a
of these words are so widely used that they have formed compounds, such as بوک
 ـکردن/bu¦ k kardan/ (= to book, to make a reservation). The author stops short of a
full linguistic or sociological analysis, but says there is ample evidence of
morphological distortion and some evidence of semantic shift.
A ``Fairyland''in the Land of Media
M. Malekza¦ deh
The starting point of this copious paper is an earlier paper by the eminent
British archaeologist, Professor David H. Bivar, entitled ``A Persian Fairyland ''
¦ n in plural)
(1985), in which he suggests that in ancient Persia fairies (pari¦ , pari¦ ya
were members of a tribe of warriors endowed with magical powers, who were
¦ rez mountains south of
collectively known as pari¦ ka¦ ni¦ , and who lived in the Ba
Kerman, in a region extending from Rafsanj§ ¦ a n to Pa¦ râ¦ z.
The author then undertakes an exhaustive search in ancient sources to find
references to the pari¦ ka¦ ni¦ and/or its variant forms. He is led to various parts of
Iran but eventually he finds evidence to suggest that a branch of this tribe resided
in a part of the Median kingdom, near present-day Qazvin, in the Alamut valley
in the folds of the Alborz moutain range. It is a gross injustice to the author of
this paper to summarize his thesis and his findings in one paragraph, so the
readers are requested to take the trouble of perusing Malekza¦ deh's text in the
original.

